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Everybody loves to go on a holiday whether Indian or international. In this article, we will discuss the
special features of Singapore tour package, Goa package and Tirupati online booking.

Singapore is a charming tourist destination that is visited by people from all parts of the globe.
Situated in eastern Asia, Singapore is the heartbeat of the continent. A rich country, Singapore
boasts of gigantic buildings, towering malls, exciting shopping destinations, some jaw-dropping
structures and some of the finest beaches in the world. These days, Singapore tour package is
easily available. You can contact a tour operator and buy yourself an exclusive Singapore tour
package to make the most of your holiday.

Sentosa Island is one of the biggest attractions of Singapore. It is home to 3 scintillating beaches
and also houses the famous Statue of Merlion. Jurong Bird Park, the largest bird park in the
continent can also be found in Singapore. The Singapore Zoo is another must visit. And if you are a
shopaholic, then you will definitely fall in love with the exciting shopping locales of this country
including China Town, Orchard Road and Little India.

Singapore tour package is a perfect amalgamation of pleasant sightseeing, exotic stay, good food
and a brush with a cosmopolitan culture. Be it the Singapore Flyer or the Singapore Zoo or the
Jurong Bird Park, you will definitely have a great time in this country.

7 Days in Goa: If you are looking for a seaside destination, then Goa is the perfect place to head to.
Situated in the south-west part of India, Goa is a beautiful beach destination that promises lot of fun.
Some of the popular beaches in Goa are the Anjuna beach, Miramar beach, Baga beach, Candolim
beach, Calangute beach and Dona Paula beach. At these beaches, you can swim, bathe, boat or
dig into water sports like banana boating, parasailing and snorkeling. Lying lazily on the beaches in
Goa and sipping the cool coconut juice, life cannot be any more exciting. You can also spend your
evenings in the beaches in Goa and party till late night.

Goa is also famous for its churches (like the Se Cathedral) and old mansions (Braganza House).
Besides, at Goa you can come across one of the most beautiful waterfalls of India in Dudhsagar
Falls. Bondla Wildlife Sanctuary and other forest reserves also make this place a hit with the nature-
lovers. The hotels of Goa are top-class and the cuisines will bring water to your mouth. So, without
any adieu, head for this charming state and spend a fun-filled 7 days there.

Spiritual tour to Tirupati: Tirupati, situated in Andhra Pradesh, India, is a pilgrim destination which is
extremely popular with tourists of all ages. Under the Tirupati online booking, you can avail all
facilities and head to this spiritual town for a religious Tirupati darshan. The shrine of Lord
Venkateswara is the most famous site in Tirupati but you can also visit a number of other Hindu
temples. Tirupati hotels are all well-maintained and the food is extremely hygienic. So, avail a
Tirupati online booking facility and head to this spiritual city.
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Sofia Jennie - About Author:
Hungry Bags, a popular tour operator, offers a Tirupati online booking facilities, a beaches in Goa
packages and exclusive a Singapore tour packages at very reasonable prices.
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